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Abstract 
A claw of degree k is a directed tree consisting of k paths emerging from a common root. We 
19 prove that every claw of order n with degree less than ~n appears in every n-vertex tournament. 
u Thus for large n, the maximum We also construct avoidable claws with degree approachingi3n. 
tl 
2 such that every claw with degree An appears in every n-vertex tournament satisfies 2 ~< 23" 
This improves earlier bounds. @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
1. Introduction 
A toumament T of order n is an oriented complete graph of order n, with vertex 
set V(T)  and arc set E(T).  When abEE we may also write a ~ b. A king in a 
tournament is a vertex from which every other vertex can be reached by a path of 
length at most 2. A rooted tree is an oriented tree such that every vertex other than 
the root has in-degree 1, and the root has in-degree 0. The depth of a rooted tree is 
the length of a longest path from the root. 
When A and B are disjoint sets, we say that A dominates B when a ~ b for all 
aEA and bcB.  If also A = {a}, then we say that a dominates B. We let [A,B]r = 
{ab: aEA,  bEB,  abEE(T)} .  Whenx is a vertex in a simple directed graph G, we let 
N~(x)={y " x---+ y in G}, and N~(x)={y : y ~ x in G}, d~(x)=lN~(x) 1, and d~(x)= 
]N~(x)l. When the graph is clear from the context, we may omit the 
subscript G. 
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Fig. 1. An illustration for the proof of Theorem 2. 
It is well known [4] that every tournament has a king. We restate this in terms of 
rooted trees. 
Theorem 1. Every tournament has a rooted spanning tree of depth at most 2. 
We define a 2-suitable tree in a tournament to be a rooted spanning tree in which the 
out-degree of the root is its out-degree in the tournament, he out-degree of other ver- 
tices is at most 2, and the depth of the tree is at most 2. Theorem 2 below strengthens 
Theorem 1; we will use it to prove the unavoidability of  n-vertex claws with degree less 
than ~n.19 Lu [8] proved this using network flows; here we present an elementary proof. 
Theorem 2. Every tournament has a 2-suitable tree, and every vertex with maximum 
out-degree is the root of such a tree. 
Proof. We use induction on the order n of the tournament T; the result is immediate 
for n = 1. For the induction step, consider n > 1. Let x be a vertex of T with maximum 
out-degree. We may assume that d+(x) < n-  1. Choose z such that z ~ x and consider 
T t = T - {z}. By the induction hypothesis, TI has a 2-suitable tree S with root x. 
Let Y = {u E N+(x):  d+(u)= 2}, and let A =N+(x) -  Y. Let Z consist of  z together 
N+ • with UyEy s (Y), note that ]Z[ = 21Y ] + 1 (see Fig. 1). Let G be the bipartite graph 
whose edges are the pairs uv such that uE Y, vEZ,  and u ~ v in T. Define an 
alternating path to be a path in G that begins with z and alternates between edges not 
in S and edges in S. Let yr, Z ~ be the subsets of  Y, Z, respectively, that are reachable 
by alternating paths; note that IZ'] = 21Y'l + 1. 
Let z =zO, yl ,z l , . . . ,yk,zk be an alternating path. I f  u ~ zk for some uCA, then 
replacing the edge set {YiZi} with {yizi-~} and (uzk) in S yields a 2-suitable tree 
in T. I f  T has no 2-suitable tree, then Z ~ dominates A. Also Z' dominates Y - Y', 
by the definition of  alternating path. A vertex z ~ of maximum out-degree in the sub- 
tournament induced by Z ~ has at least ([Z'] - I)/2 = [Y'[ successors in Z ~. We thus 
obtain d+(S) >i IY'I + IY - Y'[ + IAr + 1 - -d+(x)+ 1, which contradicts the choice of 
x and implies that T has a 2-suitable tree. [] 
From Theorem 2 we easily obtain a result proved originally in [7]. 
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Fig. 2. An illustration for Theorem 3. 
Theorem 3, Let x be a vertex of maximum out-degree in a tournament T. There 
exist partitions N+(x) = Al U A2 U A3 and N- (x )  = B1 U B2 U C such that 
(a) C dominates A3, and 
(b) T has perfect matchings from Ai into Bl, from A2 into B2, and from B1 
into C. 
(See Fig. 2.) 
Proof. Given a 2-suitable tree S with root x, let Ai = {uEN~-(x): d+(u) = 3 - i, 
for 1 ~< i ~< 3}. Among the 2-suitable trees rooted at x, let S be one minimizing JAil. 
The tree S contains a matching from A2 into Nr(x) ;  let B 2 be the set of heads of these 
edges. Each vertex of Ai has two successors in S; place the tail of the edge between 
them in Bi, and place its head in C. Now S contains a matching from Ai into B1, and 
T contains a matching from B1 into C, by construction. If there is an edge from A 3 
to C, then we can use that edge in another 2-suitable tree from x that enlarges A2 and 
B2 by two and decreases A1, A3, Bj and C by one each. [] 
A claw of degree k is a directed tree consisting of k paths emerging from a common 
root. Linial et al. [5] introduced the notion of unavoidable graphs in tournaments. We 
say that a digraph of order n is unavoidable if every n-vertex tournament contains it; 
otherwise, it is avoidable. R6dei [9] proved that every tournament has a Hamiltonian 
path, and thus every path is unavoidable. Further examples of unavoidable digraphs 
appear in [1-3,5-7,  10, l 1]. 
In [7], Theorem 3 was used to prove that every claw of order n with degree at most 
gn3 is unavoidable. In this paper, we use Theorem 2 to prove that every claw of order 
19 is unavo idab le .  n with degree less than Nn 
Let ).(n) be the largest real number such that every claw of order n with degree 
d ~< 2(n)n is unavoidable, and let 2 = lim sup2(n). Lu [8] disproved the conjecture of 
Saks and S6s [11] that 2 = ½, showing that 2 ~< ~2" In this paper we construct avoidable 
19 I1 The exact value of )~ remains i1 Thus we prove that 3-6 ~< 2 ~< ~3- claws with degree ~3n. 
unknown. 
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2. Unavo idab le  c laws  
Let C be a claw of order n with degree k. Let II . . . . .  lk be the lengths of the 
paths in C that emanate from the root; we may assume that Ii ~> .. .  ~> lk. Since these 
lengths sum to n - 1, we associate with C a partition of n - 1. We order the claws of 
order n by the majorization order on the associated partitions of n - 1. This order is 
defined by L = ( l l , . . . , lk )  ~- M = (m, ... .  ,mr) if EiJ l li ~> E i J l  mi, for all j ,  where 
the parts are written in non-increasing order and trailing zeros are appended as needed. 
Saks and S6s [11] made the following useful observation. 
Lemma 1. I f  tournament T contains a spanning claw M, then it also contains every 
claw L such that L ~_ M in the majorization order. 
Recall the partition of N+(x)  into AI,A2,A3 with respect o a 2-suitable tree S rooted 
at a vertex x of maximum degree; the vertices of Ai have out-degree 3 - i in S. For 
the application of Lemma 1, we need a technical lemma ensuring that we can find a 
2-suitable tree in which ]All is small. 
Lemma 2. I f  x is a vertex of  maximum out-degree & a tournament T, then T has a 
2-suitable tree S with root x such that ]A l l< 6n. 
Proof. Select a 2-suitable tree S that minimizes IAI [. Let C be the set of successors 
in S of vertices in At; note that [C] = 2]AII. For ease of discussion, we set D =A1,E  = 
A2, and F =A3. Note that IC[ + [D[ + 2[E[ + [F[ = n - 1. We have d+(x) = [D[ + 
[E[ + [F[ and dr(x)  = [C[ + [E[. Since d+(x) >~ dr(x)  and IC[ = 2[D[, this yields 
IF I ~> [D[. 
13 1 12 1 I f  d+(x) > ~n - 3, then 2[D I ~< 21DI + [El ~ dT(x)  < ~n - ~, which yields IOl < 
13 1 .  l We may therefore assume that d+(x) <~ ~3n n- -  ~. 
As in the proof of Theorem 3, choosing S to minimize IDf implies that C dominates 
F t3 {x} in T. The out-degrees in C t3 D thus sum to at least (ICuDI) 2 + Icl(fFI + 1). 
N / 
13 1. Thus  On the other hand, each vertex contributes at most ~n - 
Canceling ID[, using IF[ ~> [D I, and simplifying yields [D[ ~< 6n-  4 .  [] 
19 is unavoidable. Theorem 4. Every claw of order n with degree at most 3-6n 
Proof. For r,s,t with 3r+2s+t=n-  1 and t ~> r, let C(r,s,t) denote the claw whose 
partition of n -  1 has r threes, s twos, and t ones. Lemma 2 implies that in every 
tournament of order n there is a claw C(r,s,t) for some r < 6n.  
19 dominates this By Lemma l, it suffices to show that very claw L of degree k ~< 3-6n 
C(r,s,t). Let l and # be the partitions associated with L and C(r,s,t), respectively. I f I 
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19 Consider the fails to dominate #, then the domination inequality fails for some j ~< g-6n. 
smallest such j; note that lj </~j. I f j  ~< r, then ~-1  li <<, (3 j -  1)+2(k - j )  ~< 2k+ 
r -  1. If r< j~<r+s,  then ~ ik=l l i~<2j+r - -  1 +(k - j )~<2k+r-  1. Since 
2k+r -  1 < 2(~)n+(6)n -  1 =n-  1, these cases are impossible. Also j > r+s  is 
impossible, because then ~--1 li : ~-]~=, li < ~=,  12i <~ n - 1. [] 
3. Avoidable claws 
In this section we construct avoidable claws of 'small' degree. Given tournaments 
A,B, C, we define H(A,B, C) to be the tournament obtained from the disjoint union 
of A, B,C by adding the sets of arcs [A,B], [B,C], and [C,A]. Next take three disjoint 
copies A1,Az,A3 of A, and similarly for B and C, and let Hi = H(Ai,Bi, Ci). Let 
T(A,B, C) be the tournament obtained from H(HI,H2,H3) by reversing the arcs from 
Ai to C2, from A2 to C3, and from A3 to Cl (see Fig. 3). 
Lemma 3. Let A,B, C be tournaments of orders a, b, c, respectively. Let R be a span- 
nin,q claw of T(A,B, C) with root x and depth at most 3. Let W be the set of vertices 
whose distance from x in R is 3. Then 
1. I f  xEV(Ai) ,  then IW] >~c. 
2. I f  xEV(Bi) ,  then IWI >~a-c.  
3. I f  xE V(Ci), then IwI ~> b-  2a. 
Proof. By the cyclic symmetry in the construction of T, it suffices to prove the claims 
for i=  1. For S C_N~-(x), let I(x,S) be the set of successors o fx  that have successors 
in S. Note that W contains at least IS] -  ]I(x,S)l vertices of S. 
ForxC V(A1), we have I(x, V(H3))=V(H2)-V(C2). Since ]V(H2)I=IV(H3)[, we ob- 
tain IW[ ~> ]V(C2)I=c. ForxC V(BI), we have I(x, V(AI)UV(H3))=V(q)UV(H2); in
this case I WI >~ a -  c. For x E V(C1 ), we have I(x, V(BI )) = V(AI )U V(A3); in this case 
IW] >~b- 2a. [] 
Fig. 3. T(A,B,C). 
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I f  we set a = 2q, b = 5q, and c =q for the orders of  the tournaments A,B, C in the 
construction of  T(A,B, C), then T(A,B, C) has order 24q, and Lemma 3 implies that 
every spanning claw of depth 3 in T(A,B, C) has at least q = ~4 vertices at distance 
3 from the root. Thus C(r,s,t)  with r = q -  l, which has only q -  1 vertices at 
distance 3 from the root, cannot appear. To minimize the degree of this avoidable 
claw, we let s = L½(n - 3(r - 1))J. The resulting degree r + s is about (~)n.23 To 
improve this, we apply the construction recursively, obtaining a tournament in which 
every spanning claw of depth 3 has at least ~(n -  1) vertices at distance 3 from 
the root. 
Theorem 5. When n = 24 i, there is a tournament T(i) of  order n that avoids a claw 
R o f  order n and degree 11 l~ U~ n + T6]" In particular, 2 <~ ~.  
Proof. Let T(0) be the tournament of order 1. Given a tournament T(i), we let 
T(i + I )=  T(A,B, C), where tournaments A,B, C are obtained from T(i) as follows: 
1. C is a copy of T(i) itself. 
2. A consists of two copies of T(i), plus all edges from the first copy to the 
second. 
3. B consists of  five copies of  T(i), plus all edges from each copy to each later 
copy. 
Let n i be the order of  T(i); observe that ni = 24 i. Let qi be the minimum number 
of vertices at distance 3 from the root in a spanning claw of T(i) that has depth at 
most 3. Let x be the root of  such a claw S. Let G be the copy of T(i - 1) that 
1 1 ~ the vertices contains x. In the proof o fLemma 3 with q - -e= ~a= gb= ni, q 
guaranteed to have distance 3 in S from x all lie in copies of  A,B, or C other than 
x itself. In addition to these I n  i vertices, we find vertices in G with distance 3 in S 
from x. Every path that leaves G takes at least 3 steps to return to it. Thus a claw 
of depth 2 in T(i) rooted at x contains no more vertices of G than a claw of depth 
2 in G rooted at x. This means that S has at least qi-J vertices of  G at distance 3 
from x. 
We have proved that qi ~ ni-l+qi-l. This is solved by qi >/ l (n i  - 1). As suggested 
in the discussion before this proof, we now set r = qi - 1, s = L½(ni - 1 - 3r)J, and 
t = n i -  1 -3r -  2s to obtain a claw R = C(r,s,t)  avoided by ~. The degree of R is 
r+s+t ,  where t is 0 or 1 with the same parity as n i -q i .  Since r+s= L½(ni -q i ) J ,  
the degree of R is F½(ni- qi)] II = r n, + +61. [] 
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